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About This Game

Strategy, trade and empire building on the old Silk Road. Spice Road is a town building, social and economic simulation game
full of original challenges.

"Deep in the mountains and deserts of central Asia, where life is hard and death is sudden, thin trails of gold, silk and spice trace
a web between the industrial forges of the West and the exotic climes of the East."

You are a colonial governor in the 18th Century, building a town on the Spice Road in a time of war and discovery. More than
spice travels your roads – musket armies, philosophies, and power plays that span the globe are at your control. From palace to
monastry, trade post to smugglers den – your town is worthless without the nobles, monks, merchants and rogues that chose to

live in it – and keeping them all happy at the same time is never simple.

Spice Road uses the StormRaid™ engine to deliver a beautiful fully 3D rendered world on high-end DirectX® graphics cards.

Features:

  Advanced economic and trading simulation. 3 tiers of industry provide goods and services for populations of citizens,
slaves and nobles with full control over wages and taxation.

  Build a network of farms, mines and caravan routes. Scout the map to find rare and exotic goods to export to distant
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lands.

  Defeat Bandit raiders, or pay them tribute to keep your routes peaceful.

  Compete against cunning corporate rivals. Choose diplomacy or raid their caravans and wage war on their cities.

  Meet your citizen's social and religious needs. Attract visiting explorers or pilgrims by developing the entertainment or
spiritual side of your town.

  20 Campaign Missions + generate new maps in Sandbox mode.

Player Comments:

 "I think it's genuinely fantastic. I play many strategy games, and it's hard to find a mid-level title that is as solid as Spice Road in
terms of gameplay." - Colin

"This must be one of the best indie titles I've ever played. I really love it how new features that you unlock bring new challenges...
the deep gameplay is something that I enjoyed most in Spice Road!" - Pawel

"An excellent game... Having TONS of fun" - Unchayned
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an early access gamethat really is early in it's access. there are alot of bugs at the moment and my current save has everything
locked down somehow so i cant pickup and move buildings.
otherwise it does look really promising. This is my first Steam review. I had to make it.
This is one of the best experiences for the HTC Vive, and it is free!
A lot of interactivity that allows the user to be creative in ways that are unique in the media.
Graphics are polished, gameplay is very good, interactions are brilliant... I wouldn't be surprised if there was a price tag.
Hope the game continues to be updated on. I'll gladly pay for it.. This locomotive add on is amazing. The 1 single person who
wrote a negative reveiw, obviously did not read the locomotive manual. If you go to release the brakes by just slamming them
open, you will over charge the brakes. If you do not turn on the compressor, you will have no brakes. This locomotive includes:

-A working dynamo system

-Realistic brakes

-Wheel slip

-Working marker lights

-Working lubricator

-Tons of other details that i dont have time to list

-Etc

This DLC is currently the best eastern US steamer. If you like high quality steamers, this is one you need.. Enthralling story,
interesting characters, chellenging fights/puzzles.

A bit buggy.. DO NOT GET THIS DLC
I REPEAT, DO NOT.
This DLC is probably the longest dlc i have ever done, So frustrating and the boss is so horrible.
You attack the boss then you quickly have to run to the wall to hide behind it, If your too slow you die instantly.
This DLC probably took an hour and 30 minutes and this DLC is extreamly short and the rewards you get from it are crap.. I
thought this was a Music Maker, not a Beat Maker XD Or else I wouldn't have rented it. I love Mercedes-Benz and This DLC
have a good details.. nekli el pc inik wallah zok omou
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Great game with a lot of potential! It is a lot better than Ostalgie but has some work to do. A classic by Novalogic that brings
back memories. Good game that still gives some replayability. 6\/10. Very short and repetitive.. Amazing first time I've played a
game and thought it was worth loads more. It's got quality about it too.I hope they keep improving it. I have now joined the
cultists and pay homage to the way of the tomato daily.

Yes, I did spend $5.99 on a digital meme.

What the ♥♥♥♥ is this game

No really, what the ♥♥♥♥. My speed running record is 53 seconds, and even that is slow!
Beat the game twice, and then refunded with only 4 minutes of playtime!
(I had to open the game and wait a minute to post this review). My first Impressions based on 30 minutes of gameplay are
positive.

There's not a wealth of point-and-click adventure games out there and this one makes an interesting coupling of the genre with
horror that actually feels a bit scary with the tense music and unlit spaces. Check out my first impressions and gameplay here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9OyUd3P89c. Retro and cool :) :) nice game if you wanna play some 90's game. Hey it
isn't that bad if you buy it on sale... I saw a gameplay video for an early version and that was horrible. Now? It is playable.
Hardly a survival horror... but playable.

+ : ehh trading cards? there isn't really a highlight of this game.. the effort perhaps.. Just if you have it, you can play it and you
can complete it.

- : the worst thing is the the map just show enemies and not the map, like rooms, corridors and stuff. controls are bad, graphics
and lightning is poor, enemies are bad, story and voice acting is bad.

But he fixed some things from the early version - added cinematics, fixed gun equipping...

I won't recommend it. I'm just saying I can see the effort and clap - *clap* - but that is all. Lets say the creator has left room for
improvements.

3,5/10 would not wander without map again. I just love the thing, that on the store page, says it supports 27 languages with full
audio! Wow!
But how is that possible without any line of text or voice?...
Yeah, no real UI, no explanation, no subtitle, no nothing. Just press two buttons.

The plot is we humans ruled Earth, leaving it, and now we do the same thing again with other planet...
First I was "Hmm, this game will play with my feelings, will be something interesting". Not.

Only bought because of Hungarian language support (wait, no text or voice, remember?) + for cards.
This is the kind of game, that "Just compile some sh*t into a game and sell it fast, we don't care, just make money" stuff.
With some real efforts, this could be a good game. But not.
Bought better games already which had even bigger discounts. 93% off 34 cents? Doesn't matter.

Recommending these games instead:
Platypus, Defy Gravity Extended, Really Big Sky, Jets 'n' Guns Gold
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